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Impact



AR/VR – R&D

We needed to harness emerging technologies to help shake us from 
our complacency and revisit our love of teaching through fresh eyes

We went to the BETT show and met VR providers… who 
succeeded in putting us right off – too complicated, too 
expensive



AR/VR – R&D

• Cost Vs Functionality (hidden/additional costs)
• Case studies (Risk assessments, Impact stats)
• Gimmick Vs useful resource (learning tool or wow factor)
• Flexibility of the equipment (can it be used holistically?)
• In-house skills required ( editing skills, cpd)
• Can it be replaced ( further purchases if successful?)



Ask

Jisc’s AR and VR specialist, Matt Ramirez, helped 
the team to see how they could use low-cost, 
consumer-end scanners and cameras to achieve 
their goals, bringing resources to life in nearly 
every department across the college.



AR/VR is complex but keep it simple

So we at Preston’s College have started a new journey using accessible 
AR and VR tools

So far we have selected ‘consumer level’ 360 hardware and software to 
help teachers and learners create their own rich learning experiences

With 'entry level' equipment and free or modestly priced editing suites 
teachers and learners feel more free to use their curiosity and love of 
their subject to create fantastic new resources



AR/VR – Becomes a Reality



Preston's College top ten tips

1. Invest in R&D (Don’t be scared to fail / Some things won’t work / you don’t have to spend a lot of money on equipment.)

2. Start small (entry level technology can still be very good.)

3. Have a plan (Have a strategy / How will the technology make a difference across your college?)

4. Skill up (consumer-level equipment has a lot of YouTube how-to videos and you can skill yourself up pretty quickly.)

5. Don’t talk, do (Find willing teachers / departments and get a quick example up and running.)



Preston's College top ten tips cont…

6. Go Walkabout (Get out and about around your college /see what teachers are dealing with in their own environments.)

7. Showcase (On inset and CPD days put on a showcase to demonstrate how technologies are being used.)

8. Consolidate (How does this help formative assessment? What’s the impact? / Evidence / Student feedback.)

9. Look ahead (Keep an eye on AR and VR developments.)

10. Talk to Jisc and network with your peers 
(If we hadn’t asked Jisc for help and been to see Matt Ramirez we may have gone down the wrong path and invested in something that 
was never going to give us the return we needed.)


